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EPA ends
support
of turf
additive

Regulator
left PG&E
on its own
after blast

Agency let utility
investigate itself
to cut ‘red tape’

By Jaxon Van Derbeken

Risks of recycled tires
not studied, critics say

California Public Utilities
Commission officials allowed
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. to
investigate itself after the company revealed in 2012 that it
had failed to police its major
gas pipelines to the point
where trees, buildings and
even swimming pools blocked
access to them, The Chronicle
has learned.
A commission official explained in an e-mail to PG&E
executives that it would be
better for the company to do
its own investigation so the
state agency could avoid “a lot
of ... red tape.”
The findings of PG&E’s
self-investigation remain secret, more than two years after
the company turned them over
to the state. What is known is
that regulators have yet to levy
any fines against PG&E for
what one former utilities commission lawyer called a major
safety problem.
PG&E officials told The
Chronicle last week that they

By Melody Gutierrez
SACRAMENTO — The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has terminated its longtime
campaign to promote the use of recycled tires
on artificial turf fields and playgrounds, amid
growing concern from critics in California and
elsewhere who fear the material poses a health
risk to people.
Millions of children and athletes across the
nation play on surfaces that
“Crumb rub- contain rubber from scrap tires.
ber” bounces The rubber is transformed into
from syncolorful soft landing mats bethetic turf
neath playground equipment or
as a soccer
shredded to act as a replaceball hits it.
ment for wood bark at schools
and parks. Ground up further, it
makes up the tiny black pebbles that give resiliency to artificial turf.
But environmental groups and health advocates say the EPA failed to thoroughly study
the health effects of the so-called “crumb rubber” because the agency was vested in promoting recycling of the material as a solution to the
nation’s growing stockpile of scrap tires. They

Pipelines continues on A18

Turf continues on A18
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GOP’s crusader
Doc’s prescription: Dance to heal for legal pot calls it
conservative cause
SUNDAY PROFILE Dr. Deborah Cohan

By Erin Allday

Deborah Cohan reached peak Internet fame a few days after her double
mastectomy.
In the minutes leading up to her surgery, Cohan led her team of doctors and
nurses in a Beyoncé dance party that
was captured on video. Suited up for
surgery, her wild, curly hair tucked
under a cap and medical bracelets on
her wrists, Cohan shimmied all around
the operating room, shaking her hips
and letting her hospital gown slip down
past her bare shoulders.
The video went viral shortly after the
surgery in November 2013, and it’s since
been viewed more than 8 million times
on YouTube. It’s inspired dozens of
similar festive dances.
She’s the “dancing doc” on the Internet. But in San Francisco and the
global public health community, Cohan,
Cohan continues on A17

By Joe Garofoli

Lea Suzuki / The Chronicle

“Deb is amazing with patients. ... As a
medical provider who sees the whole
picture, she gets it, the complexity of them.
She counsels them very deeply, and I think
patients really appreciate that.”
Becca Schwartz, social worker, describing Dr. Deborah Cohan, above
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Politicians don’t get much
more conservative than
Orange County Rep. Dana
Rohrabacher. He was Ronald
Reagan’s speechwriter, an
inspiration behind California’s
anti-immigration Proposition
187, a Cold War hardliner, and
a man who self-deprecatingly
calls himself a “Neanderthal
Republican.”
But now, Rohrabacher has
emerged as a national leader in
one not-so-conservative issue:
legalizing marijuana.
“The marijuana laws have
been used to expand the power
of government over people’s
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lives more than just anything
else I can think of,” Rohrabacher said recently in San
Francisco, shortly after a
prime speaking slot at the
International Cannabis Business Conference. “I would like
marijuana to be treated the
same way we treat alcohol.”
Doing so, he says, would be
the proper conservative move.
Republicans believe in personal responsibility, he said.
They believe in states’ rights —
and medicinal marijuana is
legal in 23 states and the District of Columbia, and adult
recreational use is legal in four.
“And Republicans are

Rohrabacher continues on A14
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‘Dancing doc’ offers lively remedy
Cohan from page A1

a UCSF obstetrician, has
reached a different kind of fame.
She’s widely respected for her
work in HIV care — specifically,
in treating pregnant women
with HIV and pioneering efforts to help HIV-affected couples have healthy families.
Her work reflects her dance.
As a doctor and patient, she’s
never focused solely on survival, but on living with passion
and joy. “What better time to
celebrate life than when facing
death?” Cohan said last year in
an interview with television
host Ellen DeGeneres about her
video.
To her patients with HIV, she
strives to offer hope of new life
and a vibrant future at a time
when they are often focused on
the barest, hardest work of
making it day to day.
Cohan often quotes an Italian
doctor, Augusto Enrico Semprini, to describe her work: “Do we
have to fill our patients’ lives
with years, or those years with
life?”
“That was true for me before,
and has only increased logarithmically since my cancer
diagnosis,” Cohan said. “It’s
about helping people live their
best lives.”
Cohan, 46, has been medical
director of the Bay Area Perinatal AIDS Center (BAPAC) at San
Francisco General Hospital
since 2002. Under her care, the
clinic, which was founded in
1989 to treat pregnant women
with HIV, saw San Francisco’s
last HIV-infected infant in 2004.
The center has expanded its
services to include a program
for HIV-positive men who want
to have children with their
HIV-negative partners.
Medical background
In her 15-year career in medicine, Cohan has treated AIDS
patients in Thailand and helped
implement prevention programs in Mexico. In 1999, she
helped San Francisco sex workers build their own health clinic,
the St. James Infirmary. She
took over BAPAC just three
years after arriving at UCSF for
her post-medical school residency.
Cohan came into HIV research and care, she said, because it was the “epidemic of my
generation.”
The epidemic had reached
crisis levels while Cohan was an
undergraduate at Amherst
College, where she took her first
class in AIDS in 1989.
It was a seminar on politics and
HIV, and one speaker was Larry
Kramer,the gay rights activist
and founder of ACT UP. He gave
an impassioned lecture that was
so critical of the medical establishment that Cohan questioned
her commitment to becoming a
doctor. She approached Kramer
after his lecture and told him
about her doubts.
“I said, ‘I’m thinking about
going to medical school, but I
don’t want to be part of the
problem,’ ” Cohan recalled.
“And he said, ‘Listen, honey, I
can stand outside the NIH with
a placard until I’m blue in the
face. If there’s no one listening
on the inside, it does me no
good. Go to medical school.’ ”
Years later, she sent Kramer
an e-mail: “Here I am now,” she
wrote, “on the inside, listening.”
But her entry point into HIV
wasn’t easy or obvious. In her
early rotations while studying
at Harvard Medical School, she
identified strongly with obstetrics and gynecology. Delivering
babies “felt so right to me,” she
said.
She treated HIV-infected
women in obstetrics wards and
saw babies born with the virus.
In 1993, while she was in her
obstetrics rotation, a groundbreaking study was released
demonstrating that AZT — the
first drug approved to treat HIV
— could dramatically reduce
the chances of a baby becoming
infected before or during birth.
Without medication, a woman with HIV has about a 1-in-4
chance of passing the infection
to her child; with AZT, that rate
dropped to less than 1 in 10.
Today, that risk drops to nearly
zero with appropriate treatment.
Three years ago, Cohan and
her team expanded BAPAC’s
services to include HIV-positive

Photos by Michael Short / Special to The Chronicle

Above: Dr.
Deborah Cohan
(right) and
BAPAC Director Shannon
Weber do a
little dance in a
hallway at San
Francisco
General
Hospital.

Left: Cohan
meets with
patient Leanne
Jones, who is
HIV-positive
and 14 weeks
pregnant, at
San Francisco
General.

The ‘dancing doc’
A You Tube video of Deborah Cohan’s presurgery dance can be seen
here: http://bit.ly/1p3lDft
More information about Cohan and her HIV-related work:
Donations: An anonymous donor has offered a $40,000 challenge
grant to the Bay Area Perinatal AIDS Center if it can raise $20,000 on
its own. To donate to it, go to https://sfghf.org/support-us/donate.
Type “BAPAC” as the gift designation. Donors may also contact
BAPAC by e-mail at Shannon.weber@ucsf.edu
Learn more: For more information on BAPAC and its program for
HIV-positive men who want to have children with HIV-negative partners, go to http://hiv.ucsf.edu/care/perinatal.html.
Cohan’s program: For Cohan’s developing nonprofit, Foundation for
Embodied Medicine, go to www.embodiedmedicine.org.
Social media: A Facebook page following Cohan’s post-cancer progress and her celebration of dance in healing can be found at
www.facebook.com/DeborahCohansHealingJourney.

men who wanted families. With
proper treatment, couples involving one partner who has
HIV can have sex and reproduce
with almost no risk to the uninfected partner or the child.
Some couples, when told they
could safely have sex for procreation, “have looked at me like are
you crazy? Are you kidding
me?” Cohan said.
“Ultimately, especially something so intimate as a decision
around how to conceive, they
need to feel good about the decision,” Cohan said. “My role is to
give them information, as best as
I know it. And then they get to
decide what feels right for them
and their family.”
When it came time for her
post-med school residency,
Cohen said she was drawn to
UCSF because of its focus on
public health. She already was
interested in BAPAC and the
work that its leaders were doing
in promoting women’s health
and HIV care.
Complex patients
The women being seen at
BAPAC, Cohan had come to
realize — and would learn to
appreciate even more over the
years — were complex patients
with complicated medical profiles.
One of Cohan’s current patients is a 17-year-old girl, Carina, who was one of the city’s last
babies born with HIV. She’s
pregnant herself now, and while
a teenage pregnancy isn’t ideal,
Cohan said she’s thrilled that the
girl is healthy and will certainly
have an HIV-free child.

“Her mom was a BAPAC
patient years ago. Carina’s positive, and she is doing great,”
Cohan said. “HIV is stopping
with her.”
Women with HIV, especially
pregnant women, often have
medical and psychosocial backgrounds that make their care
challenging. Some are homeless, or they are addicts or living
with abusive partners. They
sometimes are dealing with
mental health problems or past
or current trauma.
Cohan attributes much of the
success at BAPAC to her staff, in
particular the nurses and social
workers who work most intimately with patients. Becca
Schwartz, a social worker whom
Cohan affectionately calls “Special Sauce,” said she’s given
flexibility in her work to develop
creative solutions to help her
clients with everything from
finding a home to leaving an
abusive spouse.
That attitude comes largely
from Cohan, who takes care to
treat patients with respect and
no judgment, Schwartz said.
“Deb is amazing with patients,” she said. “When they are
making decisions that look just
terrible to many people, as a
medical provider who sees the
whole picture, she gets it, the
complexity of them. She counsels them very deeply, and I
think patients really appreciate
that.”
In that sense, Cohan upholds
a long tradition in BAPAC and
in HIV care in San Francisco,
her colleagues said. Doctors and
other health care providers

work under a mantra of meeting
patients where they are — instead of trying to fit men and
women into health care protocols, they mold the treatment
around the patient.
It was a mantra Cohan long
believed in, and experienced
firsthand when she helped sex
workers open St. James Infirmary.
“I had this idea that I was going
to work with sex workers and
save them from themselves. I got
corrected very early that they
didn’t need my saving,” Cohan
said. “They maybe could use me
doing a pap smear, but they didn’t
need me to save them.”
It was easy to carry those
lessons into BAPAC when she
took over as clinical director,
Cohan said, because the path
already had been laid.
“Deb took it over and has
done just amazing things with it,
continuing the great momentum that BAPAC had to begin
with,” said Dr. Paul Volderbing,
director of the AIDS Research
Institute at UCSF. “The sensitivity and the quality she brought
to that field was amazing. Deb is
completely enthusiastic, completely energetic. She’s just there
to help people in need.”
Volderbing said he hadn’t
seen the video that made Cohan
Internet-famous, but based on a
quick description of it, he
laughed and said, “Yes, that’s
her.”
The “dancing doc” video isn’t
the first time dance and medicine have intersected for Cohan.
Before and after her diagnosis,
dance was part of her daily
personal and professional regimen. For years she’s invited
doctors, nurses and other hospital staff to join her for regular
dance sessions at work to loosen
their limbs, clear their minds
and secure the mental link between their brains and bodies.
Dance fills her home in Berkeley, where she lives with her two
children — a 10-year-old son and
a 6-year-old daughter, who are
both enthusiastic dancers. Cohan, who is separated from her
husband, takes several dance
classes a week, and she dances
while she’s cooking and cleaning around the house. In the
dining room there’s little furniture, just a rug that her family
calls the “dance floor.”

Cohan learned of her breast
cancer diagnosis in September
2013, just as she was dropping
her daughter off at school. She
said goodbye to her child and got
in her car, debating whether she
should go to work. After a moment she realized she was being
ridiculous and called her boss to
say she had cancer and wouldn’t
be in that day.
Then, she danced.
“It was a Monday, a class
called Soul Motion, and it’s my
favorite,” Cohan said. “It was
really powerful for me to surrender into the experience. I allowed myself to dance to my fear
that my children wouldn’t have
a mother. I allowed myself to
dance to dropping my self-identity as healer, and to take on the
identity of patient.
“I knew at that point that
dance was going to be a really
critical part of my healing. And
it was. I danced as much as I
could.”
Her cancer is gone
Since returning to work this
fall after her treatment — the
cancer is gone, although she has
some residual health problems
from the therapy — she’s started
handing out dance “prescriptions” to her patients. They’re
cards that recommend patients,
in English and Spanish, “rock
your socks off” or “fox trot for
fun” or “jiggle for joy.”
She’s starting a nonprofit
called the Foundation for Embodied Medicine to promote
dance for both patients and
doctors. She’ll be leading dance
workshops for cancer patients,
and she’s long encouraged doctors to practice body awareness
in their day-to-day work.
“Many of my patients, they’ve
experienced trauma of various
sorts, so they’re particularly
dissociated from their body,”
Cohan said. “And medical providers, we do not get taught how
to be in our bodies. We can use
our bodies to become better
doctors.”
She’s started a Facebook page
to post updates about her health
but, primarily, to share others’
experiences with dance as a
form of medicine. She’s collected
dozens of videos like hers from
around the world, along with
photos from cancer survivors —
even, recently, a cartoon from
the New Yorker referencing a
dancing surgeon.
When she was looking for the
surgeon who would perform her
double mastectomy, Cohan said
she joked that one requirement
was a doctor who would dance
with her.
Only with time did she realize
it wasn’t a joke at all.
“It felt so amazing to be able to
walk into the operating room
and dance,” she said. “It was
very empowering to feel like I
was actively part of this process.
It wasn’t just me surrendering
total control. I was walking in
and saying yes.”
Erin Allday is a San Francisco
Chronicle staff writer. E-mail:
eallday@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @erinallday

